
A subject access request (SAR) occurs when an individual requests access to the personal data held on them 
by a company. An individual can do this either in writing or verbally. 

Failure to respond to a Subject Access Request (SAR) can result in the ICO seeking formal undertakings of 
future compliance, serving an enforcement notice requiring certain steps to effect compliance, or issuing a 
monetary penalty of up to £500,000. 

This quick guide contains some much needed to answers to frequently asked questions regarding SARs.
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Individuals have the right to obtain a copy of the 
personal data that your company held on them. They 
are not allowed information relating to other people. 
Guidance on what is classified as “personal data” can 
be found on the ICO website. This includes data held 
as hard copy, on databases and on email servers.

An individual can also request information about your 
data processing. They may wish to know the purposes 
of your processing, the recipients you disclose the 
data to, your retention period for storing personal data 
and other factors. Most of these should be covered in 
your privacy notice.

What can an individual request?

The quick answer is no. However, the ICO guidance 
explains that employers may charge a “reasonable” fee 
if the request is “manifestly excessive or unfounded, 
particularly if it is repetitive.” The fee must be on the 
basis of the administrative costs involved of retrieving 
the information and therefore the level of fee can vary 
significantly depending on the remit of the request. 

Can we charge for an SAR?

One calendar month. It is important to remember this 
as what can seem like an innocuous request can end 
up taking substantial time and effort. So organisations 
would be well minded to have a plan in place to ensure 
that they can handle a deluge of requests within that 
timescale.  

You can extend the time to respond by a further two 
months if the request is complex or you have received 
a number of requests from the same individual. You 
must, however, let the individual know within one 
month of receiving their request and explain why the 
extension is necessary. The ICO can rule as to whether 
your extension is reasonable or not.

How long do we have to respond to a SAR?

If an individual makes a request electronically, you 
should provide the information in a commonly used 
electronic format, unless the individual requests 
otherwise.

The GDPR includes a best practice recommendation 
that, where possible, organisations should be able to 
provide remote access to a secure self-service system 
which would provide the individual with direct access 
to his or her information (Recital 63). This is where 
sending the data via StayPrivate is useful as the data 
will be secure, encrypted and follow best practice.

How do we deliver the information to the
individual? 

StayPrivate enables you to deliver personal 
data to your clients quickly and securely.
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